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pical – a range of side tables that translates lightness, emotionality and joie 
de vivre into a minimalist joy of life into a minimalist and timelessly elegant 
design. A distinctive side table programme with a sculptural character has 
been created from stencil-like semicircles and their positive counterparts.

The three side tables, the coffee table and the console can be used multi-
functionally and set sophisticated accents in the most diverse living  
situations: from the living room to the hallway to the bathroom. Whether in 
the 24 noble interlübke matt lacquer Colors, Color Match 2023/2024 or 
in the lacquer colour of your choice – always matching the individual room 
architecture. Their extremely precise workmanship in fine 6 mm HPL – wi-
thout visible fittings – emphasises the clear design language of the tables.

Design: Christian Haas 

The concept

The square pical side table in bordeaux. Standing alone, the sculptural character of this gra-
phic piece of furniture comes into its own. As occasional furniture, matching the colour of the 
chair, table, sofa and so on, it sets subtle accents. 
Width 35 cm, height 55 cm, depth 35 cm.

Coffee table
Its striking design, a successful composition of geometric shapes, is delicate and functional 
at the same time. With a diameter of 75 cm, it offers plenty of comfortable storage space for 
glasses, cups, plates, etc. Diameter 75 cm, height 41.6 cm.

Whether in the living room, dining room, bedroom, bathroom or hallway. As multifunctional side tables, the picals always cut a very good figure next to sofas, beds and bathtubs or enrich any 
room with their sculptural character standing alone. The filigree, ½-circle-shaped side tables are available in two sizes:

High version: width 60 cm, height 55 cm, depth 30 cm Low version: width 50 cm, height 45 cm, depth 25 cm

Console
The play of template-like semicircles and their positive counterparts make the console
unmistakable. Lightness, emotionality and joie de vivre are translated into a minimal and 
timelessly elegant design that adds the facet of spontaneity to the world of interlübke.  
Width 60 cm, height 70 cm, depth 30 cm.
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